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Software Architecture for GIS Enabled Systems
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Rabies in Ohio

Data
- Demographics.
- Locality records.
- Movement patterns.
- Infection rate.
- Disease virulence.
- Effectiveness of vaccination baits.

Model
- Spatially explicit dynamics.
- Search for optimal strategy.
  PARAMETERS
  - Cost of control efforts
  - Control Success Rate
  - Disease Dynamics

Control Strategy
Aerial release of vaccination baits creates geographic “fire-break” to slow the encroaching wave of infected animals.

Computational Support
Use of parallelization and optimization techniques improve speed, allowing greater freedom in modeling and more accurate forecasts of disease incidence and spread.

Monitoring
- Trap and test individual animals.
- Remote sensing of radio-collared individuals.
- Molecular analysis of disease demographics and viral strain diversity.
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Cyber-Infrastructure for Natural Resource Management
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